All Glory Be to God on High

Gt: Reed 8'
Sw: Flute 8', 4', 1' (or other bright combination)
Ped: Principal 8'

Thomas Schmidt

Based on *ALLEIN GOTT IN DER HÖH*
attr. to Nikolaus Decius, ca. 1485–aft. 1546
Hail to the Lord’s Anointed

Thomas Schmidt

Based on FREUT EUCH, IHR LIEBEN
by Leonhart Schröter, 1532–1601
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May We Your Precepts, Lord, Fulfill

Thomas Schmidt
Based on MERIBAH
by Lowell Mason, 1792–1872
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My Soul, Now Bless Your Maker
My Soul, Now Praise Your Maker

Thomas Schmidt
Based on NUN LOB, MEIN SEEL
from Kugelmann, Concentus Novi, 1540
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In memory of Vera Wagner

O Lord, How Shall I Meet You

Thomas Schmidt

Man: Flute 8' or Celeste
Ped: 8' or 4' Solo

Based on WIE SOLL ICH DICH EMPFANGEN
by Johann Crüger, 1598–1662
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